Sports

Light crew wins Geiger Cup

Last Saturday morning, amidst the floating human effluent of the Schuylkill River, MIT's lightweight coxswain Mitch Minshall '74 six, Dan Greene '74 a new JV of: Chris Dippel '75 f

A spur of the moment plan was hatched. The varsity crew nervously roughing their through they were more con-

crete expectations either, al-

though they were more con-

vinced ahead, and Columbia six with Cornell finishing two se-

conds behind. But then the race judge came up in the launch and announced that Cornell had been disqualified for not being out of their lane. The varsity had won.

All that remained for the clean sweep of the day was a JV win over Cornell. That race was ef-

fectively decided in the first forty strokes, as MIT's JV pounded into an easy lead and blew Cornell off the water by 27

seconds. As the bus started the long trip back to Boston, one of the weary newcomers noticed that "winning sure is better than losing."

This week's Penn and Navy at Annapolis.
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Saving Bank Life Insurance. You do the shopping. And the saving.

According to the 1972 Pennsylvania Insurance Department's Shopper's Guide to Life Insurance, "it pays to shop for life insurance. Costs may vary over 170%.

When you shop for life insurance you're doing the wise thing. Chances are, you'll wind up buying Savings Bank Life Insurance...one of the best life insurance buys in the country. Ask us about SBLI. Shop and compare. All the shops are sold in the above.

LIFE INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

CAMBRIDGE SAVINGS BANK

609 Massachusetts Avenue

Right in Central Square.

A SHORT WALK FOR MOST STUDENTS.